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Abstract
This paper presentsa kinetic theory of nucleationin silicatemelts which assumesthat the
activation energy for molecular attachment is the dominant factor controlling the time
constant for nucleation, that the rate controlling step is the addition ofindividual tetrahedra
or parts oftetrahedra, that the activation energy is proportional to the number ofT-cationoxygen bonds broken during the attachment of tetrahedral groups, and that the average
number of T-cation<xygen bonds broken increases as the melt and crystal structures
become more polymerized. The theory predicts that nucleation should typically be faster
for less polymerized melt and for less polymerized crystals and that if two crystalline
phasesare stable relative to the melt the less polymerized crystal should nucleatefastest.
As shown by the data for the alkali disilicates,however, detailsof the melt structure can be
important and should be consideredif known.

pressedless than the nucleation of pyroxene, which
has a chain structure, and that the nucleation of
pyroxene is suppressedless than the nucleation of
plagioclase feldspar, which has a framework
structure. Kirkpatrick et al. (1981) found that in
programmed cooling experiments with diopside
composition melt olivine nucleates before clinopyroxene, even though diopsidic clinopyroxene is the
equilibrium phase. Metastable nucleation of olivine
also occurs in programmed cooling experiments
with compositionsalong the MgGSiOz join which
have an enstatite polymorph or cristobalite on the
liquidus (Kirkpatrick et al., manuscript).
Metastable olivine occurs instead of stable lowcalcium pyroxene in igneous rocks also. In rapidly
cooled mid-ocean ridge pillow basalts groundmass
Observations
olivine is ubiquitous, whereas pigeonite, the equiThe experimental and petrographic observations librium phase, is almost universally absent (Bryan,
of metastability and nucleation suppressionindicate 1972; Kirkpatrick, 1978). Metastable groundmass
that crystalline silicate phases with less polymer- olivine is also common in place of stable lowized structures often nucleate metastably instead of calcium pyroxene in subaerially erupted basalts
stablephaseswith more polymerized structuresand from the Hawaiian-Emperor seamountchain (Kirkthat nucleation of phases with less polymerized patrick et al.,1980).
structures is often suppressedless than the nucleCrystalline phases other than olivine also nucleation of phaseswith more polymerized structures. ate metastably. Naney and Swanson (1981), for
Walker et al. (1976) found that in programmed instance, found that in isothermal experimentsat 8
cooling experiments with the lunar picritic basalt kbar with iron- and magnesium-bearinggranite and
12002the nucleation of olivine. which has a struc- granodiorite compositions phases with chain and
ture composedof isolated silica tetrahedra, is sup- sheet structures (pyroxenes,amphiboles,and miIntroduction
Recent experimental and petrographic work has
shown that nucleation of metastable phases and
suppressionof nucleation to undercoolingsof many
tens of degrees are common phenomena in programmed cooling and isothermal experiments with
silicate melts and in volcanic igneousrocks (Walker
et al., 1976;Grove and Bence, 1977,1979;Kirkpatrick, 1978;Naney and Swanson,1980;Kirkpatrick
et al.,1980,1981,and manuscript).The purposeof
this paper is to develop a simple mechanisticmodel
for nucleation of silicate crystals from silicate melts
using classical nucleation theory and recent advances in our understanding of the structure of
silicatemelts.
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cas) nucleatemuch more gasily than plagioclaseand
alkali feldspar.
Theseobservationswere the initial inspiration for
the development of the theory presented in this
paper and are, for the most part, consistent with its
predictions and our present understanding of the
structure of silicate melts.

IN SILICATE MELTS

from its stability field into the stability field of a
product phase, such as crystals, it takes some
period of time before any clusters reach the critical
size and can grow to macroscopic size. This is
becausein the stability field of the reactant phase
clusters of the product phase are very small, and
after the conditions changeit takes some time for a
fortuitous sequence of attachments to bring the
Classicalnucleationtheory
cluster to critical size. After the first crystal nuThe classical theory of nucleation was developed cleates, the rate of nucleation is low but increases
by Volmer and Weber (1926), Becker and Doring until it reaches a steady state value. The average
(1935),Zeldovitch (1943), Frenkel (1946),Turnbull time it takes for the first nucleation event to occur
and Fisher (1949), and Kaschiev (1969), among and the time to reach steady state are both related
others. The theory has recently been reviewed by to a time constant, r, given by the relationship
Zettlemoyer (1969) and Kirkpatrick (1981). This (Kaschiev, 1969)
section briefly summarizes the ideas to be used
here.
,: -J9t,7Zo*
The traditional microscopic picture of nucleation
is that in any phasethere are small scale,constantly where k is Boltzmann's constant, f is the surface
varying fluctuations in composition and structure. areaof the critical nucleus, o'k: -(Az\Grol0i2)i:y,
If the product phase is thermodynamically stable i* the number of atoms in the critical nucleus, and Z
with respect to the parent phase, a cluster of atoms is the rate of addition of atoms or molecules given
with the structure and composition of the product by equation (l). The most important parameters
phasecan grow by a fortuitous sequenceofattach- affecting the time constant, then, are the activation
ments of atoms or molecules. The reason that it energy for atomic or molecular attachment, and the
takes a fortuitous sequenceof atomic or molecular shapeof the AGr", versus cluster radius curve near
attachmentsfor the nucleus to form is that the total the critical radius. This later depends on the extra
free energy of a small cluster is larger than the free energy of the cluster (surfaceenergy in the classical
energyof the sameatoms in the parent phase,even formulation) and the thermodynamic driving force.
if the product phase is stable relative to the parent Becausethe activation energy is in the exponent,
phase. In the classical theory this extra energy is variations in its value are likely to have the greatest
associatedwith the surface energy of the cluster. effect on variations in the time constant.
Calculations by Hoare and Pal (1972) have shown
The requirements for nucleation of a metastable
that it is better to consider the extra energy to be crystalline phase from a melt and no nucleation of
distributed throughout the cluster, at least for small the stable crystalline phase are that they both be
clusters.Nonetheless,there is still an energybarri- thermodynamically stable relative to the melt and
er which must be overcome. The cluster with the that the time constant for the nucleation of the
maximum energy is termed the critical cluster.
metastablephase be much shorter than that for the
In addition to this thermodynamic barrier to stablephase.The amount that nucleation of a phase
nucleation, there is also an activation energy barri- is suppressedin a programmed cooling experiment
er, LG' that every atom or molecule which at- is also proportional to its time constant. Both
taches to a cluster must overcome. In transition crystalline phases are stable relative to the melt if
state theory (Glasstoneet al., 1941) the rate of the temperature is below the metastableextension
addition, Z, of atoms or moleculesto a cluster is of the liquidus surfaceof the metastablephase(Fig.
given by
l). For the time constantof the metastablephaseto
be
shorter requires some combination of lower
(l)
Z: nuexp (-LGJRT)
surface energy, higher thermodynamic driving
where R is the gas constant, T is absolute tempera- force, and lower activation energy of attachment.In
ture, u is the frequency of successfulattempts, and most cases a higher thermodynamic driving force
n is the number of atoms or molecules in the for the metastablephaseseemsunlikely becausethe
reactant phase next to the cluster.
undercooling with respect to the metastable liquiWhen a reactantphase,suchas a melt, is brought dus must always be less than the undercooling with
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Table l Bond strengthsand coordination number ofoxides
of important cations in igneousmelts. After Kingery et al.
(976\.

MTION

COMPOSITION
Fig. l. Generalized phase diagram of a simple eutectic
system showing the metastable extension (dashed line) of the
liquidus surface of phase B. For composition I metastable
crystallization of phase B before phase A is possibleonly below
TLs. TLe is the stable liquidus temperatureof phase A.
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held together by larger cations (called modifier
cations) which are in somewhat distorted sites
between the oxygen atoms of the tetrahedra. The
respect to the stable liquidus. Little is known about
silica polymers are viewed as ranging from monocrystal-liquid surface energiesfor geologically im- mers (isolated tetrahedra) through dimers,
chains,
portant phases, so that it is dfficult to say much
and sheets, to three-dimensional units (frameabout the effects of surface energy at the present works).
time. As notedabove,however,becausethe activaRecent Raman spectroscopyof a wide variety of
tion energy is in the exponentin equations(1) and silicate
melts has added some additional informa(2), this parameter must play a dominant role in
tion to this picture. A number of workers (Brawer
controlling the time constant for nucleation. The and White, 1975, 1977; Mysen
et al., l980a,b;
rest of this paper will concentrate on examining Mysen
et al., l9&la,b) have interpreted their Raman
how the activation energy varies with melt structure
data to indicate that, unlike most crystals, a melt of
and the structure of the nucleating phases.
a given composition contains more than one polymer type. Mysen and his coworkers recognize five
Melt structure
types of anionic structural units (polymers): monoThe physical picture of the structure of silicate mers, dimers, unbranched single chains,
sheets,
melts that has been developed in recent years and and three-dimensional
units (frameworks). Differthat will be adopted here can be called a quasi- ent composition ranges
have different polymer
crystalline model. In this picture the nearestneigh- types present. Table 2 reproducesthe interpretation
bor interactions between atoms in the melt are of Mysen et al. (1980a) for the polymer types
considered to be similar to those in a crystal, presentin melts of various
compositions.
although the melt does not possessthe long range
In general, as the percentage of tetrahedrally
order ofa crystal. Becauseit is the nearestneighbor coordinated cations (silicon, aluminum, ferric iron)
interactions that most greatly affect chemical reac- increasesthe melt becomesmore polymerized. This
tions, this picture seems likely to be a good first
order approximation for examining nucleation.
It is generally assumed that tetrahedral groups Table 2. Summary of polymeric units and melt sites present
in silicate melts for different rangesof nonbridging oxygen
form the basis for the structure of silicate melts. In
atoms, NBO, per tetrahedrally coordinated cation, T, (after
large part this is becauseatoms in four-fold coordiMysen er a/., 1981b).T-cationsinclude Si, Al, Fe*3, and P.
nation generally form strong bonds (Table 1). In
particular, the silicon+xygen bond is the strongest
TYPES OF MELT
POLYMER TYPES
NBO
bond of any importance in silicate materials. This
SITES PRESENT
PRESENT
T
idea is consistent with the X-ray radial distribution
Monomer, Dj.mer, Chain
Q o , Q1
function data in silicateglasses(Wright, 1974;Tay- 4 . O - 2r.
lor and Brown, 1979) and forms the basis of all
sheet
Monomer, Chain,
2 .t - r . 0
Q o , QL, Q2, Q3
recent structural interpretation of these glasses.
Flmeworl<
Chain,
Sheet,
Q I ' Qz' 9-t
In this quasi-crystallinemodel,the melt is consid- 1 . 0 - 0 .0 s
ered to consist of polymers of tetrahedral groups
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agrees with the thermodynamic calculations of
Hess (1980)and many others. Curve-fittingprocedures allow the percentages of different polymer
types to be calculated from the Raman ddta (Seifert
et al., l98l).
Molecular processesduring nucleation
Becausethe time constant for nucleation depends
exponentially on the activation energy for atomic or
molecular attachment, differencesin this activation
energy have a very significant effect on how long it
takes crystals of a particular phase to nucleate and
on whether or not a metastablephase will nucleate
before the stable phase. It is usually difficult to
make any estimate of the activation energy for a
chemical reaction without actually measuring the
temperaturedependenceof the reaction rate. In the
caseof nucleationfrom silicatemelts, however,it is
possible to estimate at least how the activation
energy varies with melt composition and crystal
structure.
To do this it is necessaryto make a number of
assumptions.The most important of theseconcerns
the physical picture of how atoms or molecules
move from the liquid state to the crystalline state at
the surface of the nucleus. The nature of this
reaction in a silicate melt must be fundamentally
different from that in a gas or dilute solution. In a
gas or dilute solution atoms or molecules move
through the reactant phase, impinge on the surface,
and either stick to it or leave it. For nucleationin a
melt, the componentsof the nucleus surround it and
are in fact bonded to it. All that must occur for an
atom or molecule to attach to the nucleus surface is
for it to break or stretch its bonds with atoms in the
melt, make the right bonds with atoms in the
surface of the nucleus, and take on the correct
orientation to be part of the crystal. The activation
energy for this process is the difference in free
energy between the atom or molecule in the melt
next to the nucleus and the activated state during
the reaction. As is discussed below, the exact
configuration of the activated complex is not of
importance in the present analysis of the problem.
Jacksonet al. (1967)have shown that for liquid to
crystal phase transformations there is no transition
region between the melt and crystal in which atoms
exist in states intermediate between the melt state
and the crystalline state. This implies that for
nucleationwe need not consider activation energies
of reactionsto intermediatestates.
Another important assumptionis that the activa-

tion energy is related to the number and strength of
the bonds being broken and made during the addition of atoms or molecules to the nucleus surface.
Table I lists the strengthsof someimportant metaloxygenbonds. Becausethe bonds betwe€noxygen
and tetrahedrally-coordinated cations (T-cations)
are so strong and becausetetrahedralgroups appear
to retain their integrity in the melt, it seemslikely
that they also retain their integrity during the attachmentprocess.If this is true, it also seemslikely
that the addition of the tetrahedral groups to the
surface is the rate controlling step in the reaction.
Becausethe T-cation-oxygen bonds are so strong,
the tetrahedral cations surround themselves with
oxygen, and the vast majority of oxygen atoms
attach in conjunction with T-cations. There are
likely to be few vacant oxygen sites in the melt or
on the surface of the nucleus. Becausemany more
bonds are broken in the attachment of a tetrahedral group than in the attachment of a modifier cation, and because the T-cation<xygen bonds that
must usually be broken for this to occur are
stronger than the modifier<xygen bonds, the model to be developed here emphasizesthe number of
T-cation-oxygen bonds that are broken during the
attachment process. In fact, as the number of
T-cation-oxygen bonds broken in an attachment
increases, the number of modifier-oxygen bonds
broken decreases.
It will also be assumedthat all tetrahedra attach
individually, not as groups.This is becausethis will
usually be the process with the lowest activation
energy. To break a multi-tetrahedrongroup out of a
polymeric unit usually requires the breaking of
more than one T-cation-{xygen bond (unless the
unit is dangling by one tetrahedron) and more
modifier-cation-oxygen bonds than for a single tetrahedron. The addition of an entire polymeric unit
requires the breaking of some large number of
modifier-cation-oxygen bonds. In addition, the attachment of a large polymeric unit, whether an
entire unit or a fragment, requires that a large
numberof bondsbe broken simultaneously,that the
unit move onto the surface in some coordinated
way, and that the unit reorganizeinternally to take
on the crystal structure. These requirementsmust
be related to the frequency of successful attachment, but at the present are dfficult to qualify.
The one processthat may compete with monomer attachment is the attachment of entire dimer
units. In this caseno T-cation<xygen bonds and a
relatively small number of modifier-cation-oxygen
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bonds are broken. This could lead to an activation
energy similar to that for the addition of a monomer. This processis not consideredhere, however,
and all tetrahedra are assumedto attach individually.
The nature and number of bonds broken during
the attachmentof a tetrahedral group to the surface
of a nucleus depends on both the structure of the
site that the group is leaving and the structure of the
site at which it is attaching. To make discussion
easier a simple notation, adopted in part from
DeJong et al. (1981), will be followed. In this
notation the letter Q denotesa site in the melt from
which a tetrahedral group is leaving, and the letter
A a site on the nucleus surface to which a tetrahedral group is attaching. The numerical subscript (0
to 4) denotesthe number of T-cation-oxygen bonds
that must be broken for the group to leave from or
attach to the site.
To illustrate the relationship between the bonds
broken and the melt and crystal structures, first
consider the attachment of a monomer unit (a Qo
tetrahedron) in the melt to the surface of small
crystal-like clusters with diferent structures. For a
monomer unit to break loose from the melt requires
breaking of only modifier+xygen bonds. No Tcation-oxygen bonds are involved. The activation
energy for this should, then, be relatively low. This
is true no matter what the structure of the surface
site.
To make bonds with the nucleus surface requires
in most cases the breaking of T-cation<xygen
bonds at the reaction site. The only casewhere this
is not true is for fu sites, which occur in structures
containing isolated tetrahedra, and for the addition
of the first tetrahedron of a new polymeric unit in a
crystal, such as the first tetrahedron ofa new chain
on the surface of a pyroxene. Although the latter
case may be important at very large undercoolings
where the critical radius is very small, it will not
usually have a significant afect on the activation
energy becauseonly a small fraction of tetrahedra
will start new polymeric units. Kuo and Kirkpatrick
(19E2)have shown that the critical radius for nucleation in diopside glass at undercoolings of l0' to
20"C is of the order of 600 to 700A. a size much
larger than a unit cell.
The activation energy for the attachment of a
monomer to an Aa site is the lowest possible,
becauseonly modifier-oxygen bonds must be broken. The addition of a monomerto ,A,1sites, which
occur on the surfaces of nuclei with double-chain.
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MONOMER
IN MELT

MONOMER
IN MELT

Fig. 2. Diagram showing attachment of monomer units (Qo
sites)from the melt to the A'1ends of a single chain on a nucleus
surface. In this case one T-cation--oxygenbond must be broken
for attachmentto occur and one oxygen atom must be removed
from the reaction site. On end I the atom removed comes from
the surface site; on end 2 the removed atom comes from the
attaching monomer.

sheet, and framework crystal structures and are
essentially all that occur in single chain structures,
requires the breaking ofone T-cation-oxygen bond.
This processis illustrated schematicallyin Figures2
and 3. For the monomer and the A1 site to link up,
one oxygen, from either the monomer or the surface
site must be removed from the reaction site and be
rejected to the melt, depolymerizing it. The activation energyfor this processshould be larger than for
the addition of a monomer to an Ao site.
The addition of monomers to ,{2 sites, which
occurs on the surfacesof nuclei with double chain.
sheet, and framework structures, requires the
breaking of two T-cation<xygen bonds. This process is illustrated schematically in Figure 3. For a
monomer to link up with an A2 site two oxygens,
from either the monomer or the nucleus surface.
must be removed from the reaction site. The activation energy for this reaction should be larger than
for the addition of a monomer to an Ar site.
The addition of a monomer to an A" site. which

MONOMERS
IN MELT
Ar STTES

MONOMER
IN MELT

Fig. 3. Diagram showing attachment of monomer units in
the melt to the different sites on the surface of a nucleus with a
double chain structure. At sites I and 2 the monomers are
attachingat At sites and at site 3 at an ,A'2site. At A2 sites two Tcation-oxygen bonds must be broken and two oxygen atoms
removed from the reaction site. Note that once one six-member
ring is formed only four tetrahedra are neededto complete the
next ring. Three of these attach at A, sites, one at an Ar site.
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bonds broken, it is not afected by the exact configuration of the activated complex.
Different crystal structurespresentdifferent numMONOMER
bers of the various surface sites to the melt. BeIN MELT
cause of this the average activation energy for the
__)
attachmentof a monomer to a crystal also depends
on the crystal structure.
For the addition of monomersto olivine and other
phases that contain only isolated silica tetrahedra
the activation energy should be relatively low,
becauseno T-cation+xygen bonds needbe broken.
Given the assumptionsdiscussedabove, this is the
Fig. 4. Diagram showing the possiblekinds of uncompleted lowest possible activation energy for the addition of
a tetrahedral group.
rings on the surface of a nucleus with a sheet structure and the
attachmentof a monomer unit in the melt at an ,4,3site (reaction
The activation energy for the attachment of
site l). Ring A needsfour tetrahedrato be completed. Three of
monomers to single-chainstructures (primarily pythese attach at A, sites, one at an A, site. Ring B needs three
roxenes) should be significantly larger than for
tetrahedrato be complete.Two of theseattach at Ar sites, one at
attachment to orthosilicates. This is because the
an ,{2 site. Ring C needstwo tetrahedrato be complete. One of
surface sites on single chain structures are, except
these attachesat an 41 site, one at an A2 site. Ring D needsone
tetrahedron to be complete, it attachesat an ,4.3site. Note that
for the first tetrahedron of each chain, all Ar sites
the attachmentof a monomer at an A,3site requires that three T(Fig. 2). In this case one T-cation<xygen bond
cation--oxygenbonds be broken, and that three oxygen atoms be
must
be broken per tetrahedron.
removed from the reaction site.
The activation energy for the addition of a monomer to an epidoteJike structure, which is made of
occurs on the surface of nuclei with sheet and equal numbers of isolated tetrahedra and dimers,
framework structures, requires the breaking of should be between the activation energy for monothree T-cation-oxygenbonds. This processis illus- mer attachment to an orthosilicate and a single
trated for a sheet structure in Figure 4. This type of chain structure. This is because two thirds of the
site on a framework is best viewed on a 3-dimen- tetrahedra can attach without breaking any T-catsional ball and spoke model. During this reaction ion-oxygen bonds, whereas one third must break
three oxygen atoms must be removed from the one.
reaction site. The activation energy of this reaction
The activation energy for the attachment of a
should be larger than for the addition of a monomer monomer to a crystal structure with dimers only,
to an .{2 site.
such as melilite, should be larger than that for
In Figures 2, 3, and 4 the removal of oxygen epidotes but less than that for single chain strucatoms and the formation of bonds between tetrahe- tures. For a melilitelike structure. one half of the
dra are shown as separatesteps. This need not be tetrahedra can attach without breaking any T-cattrue. Both could occur simultaneously.It is possi- ion-oxygen bon{s, whereas the other half must
ble in Figure 2, for instance, for the activated break one.
complex to consist of a silicon atom surroundedby
The averageactivation energy for the attachment
five oxygens, four from its own tetrahedron and one of a monomer to the surfaceof a nucleuswith a sixfrom the surface site. Decay of the activated com- member ring structure, such as beryl or tourmaline,
plex would, then, consist of simultaneousremoval should be about the same as for a single chain
of one of the oxygen atoms and collapse of the structure. This is becausethe first tetrahedron of a
tetrahedron onto the surface.
ring attachesat an Aa site, the next four attach at .A1
parts
various
the
Regardlessof whether the
of
sites, and the last attachesat an A2 site. This gives
simultaattachmentreactions occur sequentiallyor
an averageofone T-cation-oxygen bond broken per
neously, the number of oxygen atoms that must be tetrahedron.
removed from the reaction site is the same for a
The attachmentof a monomer to a nucleus with a
given type of attachment. Because the analysis double chain (amphibole)structure is similar to that
presentedhere assumesthat the activation energy is of a ring structure, except that the only tetrahedron
proportional to the number of T-cation-oxygen which attachesat an Ao site is the first in the chain.
S H E E TS T R U C T U R E
ON NUCLEUS
SURFACE
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Figure 3 illustrates the addition of monomers to a
double chain. Once the first ring forms, each additional ring forms by the addition of four tetrahedra,
three of which attach at ,{1 sites and one of which
attachesat an A2 site. Thus, on the averageone and
one quarter T-cation<xygen bonds are broken per
tetrahedron. The activation energy for the addition
of monomers should be slightly higher than for a
single chain structure.
The addition of a monomer to the surface of a
sheet structure requires on the average slightly
more T-cation-oxygen bonds to be broken per
tetrahedron than for a double chain. and the activation energy should be correspondingly higher. The
arrangementoftetrahedra in a sheetcan be thought
of as a two-dimensional array of six-member rings.
Once a few rings form, additional rings can be
completed by the addition of one, two, three, or
four tetrahedra. Figure 4 illustrates part of a sheet
with these three types of open rings. To complete a
ring that needs two additional tetrahedra requires
one to attach at an ,4,1site and the other to attach at
an A2 site. To complete a ring that needs three
tetrahedra requires two to attach at A,1 site. To
complete a ring that needsthree tetrahedrarequires
two to attach at ,4,1sites and one to attach at an A2
site. To complete a ring that needs four tetrahedra
requires three to attach at A1 sites and one to attach
at an A2 site. The averagenumber of silicon-oxygen
bonds broken in attaching a monomer to a sheet
structure depends on the direction in the plane of
the sheet in which the nucleus is growing most
rapidly. For relatively equidimensional sheets the
numberis about 1.3to 1.4, slightly higherthan for a
double chain. There may also be a few ,4'3sites in
the middle of a sheet. These are equivalent to
surfaceT-vacanciesand are likely to be numerically
insignificant.
For the attachment of a monomer to the surface
of a framework structure the averagenumber of Tcation+xygen bonds broken istven larger, about
two, and the activation energy is proportionally
higher. This is becausethere are some ,A,3sites on
the surface of a framework, many ,4'2sites, and
some .A'1sites. Because of the difficulty of representing a framework on a two-dimensional figure,
the reader can most easily visualize these sites on a
three-dimensionalball and spoke model of a framework structure. Attachment of tetrahedra at sites
which require breaking of four T-cation<xygen
bonds is not a surfaceprocessbecausesiteslike this
are internal T-vacancies.

In all the casesjust discussedwhich require the
breaking of T-cation-oxygen bonds oxygen atoms
must be rejected to the melt at the reaction site.
There is no way at present to determine whether it
is more likely that this rejected oxygen is from the
attaching tetrahedron or the nucleus surface. In
either case its effect is to depolymeize the melt.
Unlike the attachment of a monomer unit to a
nucleus surface, the attachment of a T-cation and
its associatedoxygen atoms from a more polymerized unit requires the breaking of T-cation+xygen
bondsin the melt. If, for instance,a group detaches
from a Q1 site, which can occur in dimers, at the
ends of chains, and on the edges of sheets and 3dimensional units, it must break one T-cationoxygen bond. There seemsto be no reasonwhy the
detachingunit cannot leave as an SiOr a group or an
SiOt2 group (or the appropriately changedgroups
for other T-cations). In the first case the shared
oxygen leaves with the detaching group, in the
secondit remainsin the melt. If the detachingunit is
an SiOaa group, it is ready made to fit onto an Ao
site, just like a monomer. The activation energy for
this attachment is larger than that for the attachment of a monomer at the same site, however,
because one T-cation-oxygen bond has been broken. Thus, the frequency of this processwould be
less.
The attachment of an SiO+a unit that has detachedfrom a Qr site onto an Ar site requires a total
of two silicon<xygen bonds to be broken, one in
the melt and one at the attachment site. An SiO!2
unit, is, on the other hand, ready made to fit onto an
A1 site without breaking any additional siliconoxygen bonds. Thus, the activation energy for the
attachmentof a TO3 " unit would be much less than
that for the attachment of a TO;", and most attachments from Q1 sites to A1 sites occur by the
attachmentof TOI' groups. If TOt" groups attach
to A'2 or ,{3 sites, one or two additional T-cationoxygen bonds must be broken, and one or two
oxygens must be removed from the reaction site. In
these cases, within the assumptions of the model
presentedhere, the activation energy would be the
same as if a monomer were attaching. This is
because in both cases a total of two or three Tcation-oxygen bonds must be broken.
Similarly, if a T-cation-oxygen group detaches
from a Q2 site, which can occur in the middle of
chains and at some sites on the edgesof sheet or 3dimensional units, it can leave (assuming the Tcation is Si) as an SiOaa Broup, an SiO!2 group, or
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an SiOS group. The four oxygen group is ready
made to attach at an Ao site, and behaves like a
monomer except that the activation energy for its
attachment is much larger because it has already
broken two T-cation-oxygen bonds in the melt. The
three oxygen group behaves like the three oxygen
group that has left a Q1 site in the melt, except that
its activation energy for attachment is larger because it has broken two T-catiomxygen bonds in
the melt instead of only one. The two oxygen group
is ready made to fit onto an .A2site. The activation
energy for this attachment is about the sameas for
the attachment of a monomer at an A2 site because
the same number of T-cation<xygen bonds are
broken. To attach at an Aq or ,A,1site, the twooxygen group must gain two or one oxygens, respectively, and the activation energy for these
attachmentsis higher than that for the attachment
of a monomer at the same sites. To attach at an A,3
site, it must lose one oxygen, and the activation
energy is proportional to the breaking of three Tcation<xygen bonds.
If a T-cation{xygen group leaves a Q3 site,
which can occur in the middle of a sheet or on the
surfaceof a framework polymer unit, it must break
three T-cation{xygen bonds. By taking different
numbers of oxygen atoms from the melt with it, it
may leaveas, say, an SiO+a group, an SiO!2 group,
an SiO9group, or an SiO+2group. The behavior of
the first three types is similar to the behavior of the
same types of groups leaving other melt sites,
except that their activation energiesof attachment
are larger because they will have broken three Tcation-oxygen bonds in leaving the melt instead of
zero, one or two. The SiO+2group is ready-madeto
fit onto an ,4'3 site. Because only three siliconoxygen bonds are broken during the attachment,
the activation energy would be about the same as
for the attachment of a monomer unit.
Table 3 lists various aspects of each of the
possiblecombinations of melt and surface sites that
can occur. The minimum activatiorr energy (most
frequent) attachment configurations are underlined
in this table.

in silicate melts, but that they do not generally mix
randomly with the silicon atoms. If the activation
energy of nucleation is related to the number and
strength of the bonds broken in attaching the tetrahedrally-coordinated cations and their associated
oxygens,the presenceofcations other than silicon
in tetrahedral coordination in the melt should reduce the activation energy because the bond
strengths of the other cations with oxygen are
weaker than that of silicon. Becauseof the different
ways the other cations enter the melt, however, the
effects are likely not to be this straightforward.
Aluminum apparently enters the more polymerized units in the melt in preferenceto less polymerized units (Mysen et al., 1981b).Thus, the activation energy of nucleation of the more polymerized
phasesshould be reduced by the presenceof alumi-

Table 3. Summary ofT-cation-oxygen bonds broken and
formed during attachment of the various molecular groups at
the various surface sites on silicate nuclei.*
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Effects of tetrahedrally-coordinated cations other
than silicon
Recent Raman spectra interpretations by Mysen
and his coworkers(Mysenet al.,1980a,b,198la,b)
as well as other work which they reference indicatesthat cationsother than Si, includingAl, Ti, P,
and sometimes Fe*3. are in four-fold coordination
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num in place of some silicon. This is because
attachment from the Qz and Q3 sites of sheetsand
frameworks in the melt onto the ,4,2and ,4.3sites on
sheet and framework crystals breaks no more Tcation--oxygenbonds than attachment from Qo and
Qt sites, which are abundant in less polymerized
units. In fact, many of the more polymerizedcrystalline phases, including feldspars, feldspathoids,
and micas, require aluminum as well as silicon, so
that their activation energy of nucleation may well
be lower than would be predictedwithout consideration of the strength of the aluminum<xygen
bonds. The effects of aluminum may even be
enough to reduce the activation energy of nucleation of micas to less than that of amphiboles.
Titanium apparently enters silicate melts in three
dimensionalAl + Ti rich regions and in discrete Tirich units, whereasphosphorusapparently enters in
Al + P rich regions and in discrete P-rich units
(Mysenet al.,1980b, 1981a).Whetherthesecomponentsaffect the activation energyofnucleation is not
known. Titanium certainly reduces the incubation
time for nucleation (Kuo and Kirkpatrick, 1982).
Becausethey enter Al-rich units, simple considerations would seem to indicate that Ti and P might
affect the activation energy of attachment of an
aluminum oxygen group (and presumably a Ti or P
unit), but not a Si unit. Their effect on nucleation
may also be in totally different ways, perhaps by
their acting as substrates on which heterogeneous
nucleation can occur.
Comparisonwith experimentaland observational
results
As noted in the introduction, the predictions of
the theory presented here are, with a few exceptions, in good agreementwith the available experimental and observationalevidence.
The experimental observation of forsterite nucleation before clinopyroxene in programmed cooling
experimentswith diopsidecompositionmelt (Kirkpatrick et al., 1981) and of forsterite nucleation
before orthopyroxene and cristobalite in compositions along the MgO-SiO2 join (Kirkpatrick et al.,
manuscript) are all as predicted by the theory.
Mysen et al. (1980a)indicate that the melt structures of thesecompositionsconsistof either monomers, dimers, and chains, or monomers, chains,
and sheets.In either case, the presenceof monomers (Qs sites) allows addition of silica tetrahedra
to olivine nuclei (with only Aa surface sites)without
the breaking of any silicon-oxygenbonds. This is
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likely to occur most readily in transient volumes
that consist primarily of monomers.The attachment
of silicon-oxygen groups to the surfacesof pyroxene nuclei, even in transient monomer-rich volumes, requires the breaking of at least one siliconoxygenbond becausethe pyroxenesurfaceconsists
mostly of ,at1sites. Attachment on cristobalitenuclei surfaces requires on the average about two
silicon-oxygen bonds to be broken, and thus nucleation of cristobaliteshouldbe slow.
Nucleationof pyroxenes,amphiboles,and micas
instead of the stable feldspar phases in isothermal
experimentswith melts of granitic and granodioritic
composition (Naney and Swanson, 1980)are also
consistentwith the theory presentedhere. Mysen e/
ql. (1980a)indicate that the melt structures of these
compositions consist of three-dimensionalunits,
sheets,and chains, althoughwater was present in
the runs, and the melts could be less polymerized.
Attachment of T-cation-oxygen groups on the surfaces of pyroxene nuclei with Ar sites on the
surface, and amphiboles and mica nuclei, with ,A,1
and ,A,2sites on the surface, can occur relatively
easily in transientvolumesthat consistprimarily of
chains and perhapssheets(i.e., mostly Q1 and Q2
sites). These phases can accept T-cation-oxygen
groups onto the ,{1 surface sites from Qr sites with
the breaking of only one T-cation-oxygen bond,
and onto the ,4,2sites from Q1 and Q2 sites with the
breaking of two T-cation<xygen bonds. The feldspars,on the other hand, require an averageoftwo
T-cation-oxygen bonds to be broken to attach a
tetrahedral group. As noted above, the presenceof
aluminum in the tetrahedral sites in micas may
reduce the activation energy enoughthat nucleation
of mica is faster than nucleation of amphibole.
The main discrepancy between the theory discussed here, the experimental and observational
evidence, and the melt structure interpretations of
Mysen and his coworkers is the apparently metastable nucleation of olivine instead of pyroxene in
basalts.The observationalevidenceis that olivine
often occurs in the groundmassof tholeiitic basalts
(both mid-ocean ridge and ocean island) instead of
the presumablystableorthopyroxeneor pigeonite,
and that olivine nucleation is delayed less than
pyroxene nucleation in programmedcooling experiments with basaltic compositions(Walker et al.,
1976;Kirkpatrick, 1978;Grove and Bence, 1977,
1979;Lofgrenet a1.,1979;Kirkpatick et al., l98l).
Mysen et al. (1980a)interpret the Raman data to
indicate that the structure of melts of basaltic
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compositionconsistsof chains, sheets,and threedimensionalunits. If this is true. there would seem
to be no great activation energy advantagefor the
nucleation of olivine relative to pyroxene. This is
because for the lowest activation energy both of
these phaseswould have to receive silicon-oxygen
groups from Q1 sites with the activation energy
proportional to the breaking of one silicon-oxygen
bond.
These nucleation phenomena in natural basalt
flows could well be due to efiects other than the
effect of melt structure on the activation energy.
Most of the tholeiites that have groundmassolivine
also have olivine phenocrystsor microphenocrysts,
which implies that the crystallization of the groundmass began from within the olivine stability field.
Lofgren (1978)has shown, using programmedcooling methods, that nucleation occurs very rapidly in
melts never heated above the liquidus and cooled
from just below the liquidus. This is presumably
due to the presenceof abundant clusters of barely
sub-critical size that can grow to super-critical size
quickly. The pyroxene may not nucleate because
cooling begins above its appearancetemperature.
Most programmed cooling experiments, however, cannot be explained in this way. They were
cooled from about l0'C above the liquidus, which
presumably reduced the radii of the sub-critical
clusters to values well below the critical radius at
small undercoolings. In some of these experiments
(Walker et al., 1976;Grove and Bence, 1977,1979)
the container material was high-purity iron. In these
cases nucleation apparently occurred on the capsule walls. In other experiments Pt and Fe wire
loops were used (Lofgren et al., 1979),and there
was less surface area on which heterogeneousnucleation could occur. Pt and Fe wire loops in fact
seemto enhancethe differencebetween olivine and
pyroxene nucleation.
One additional discrepancy is the apparent difficulty with which garnet nucleatesin high-pressure
phase equilibrium experiments (Mysen, personal
communication, 1982).This may be due to a difference in Al coordination, tetrahedral in the melt,
octahedral in the crystals.
There are several possible explanationsfor these
discrepanciesbetween observation and prediction.
At the present time it is difficult to choose among
thesepossibilities.It may be that the basic theory
has neglectedsomefactor that allows olivine nucleation to occur more rapidly than pyroxene nucleation, even if Qs sites are not present in the melt.
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This could be the surface energy or thermodynamic
driving force terms which have been specifically
neglected or some totally unconsidered factor. It
could also be that the interpretation of the Raman
spectra are wrong or that there is actually a low
concentration of Q6 sites in melts in this composition rangethat is too small to be detectedby Raman
methods, but which is large enough to allow easy
olivine nucleation.
Discussion
The theory presented here is based on classical
nucleation theory and a simple picture of how the
attachmentof molecular groups onto the sutface of
silicate nuclei takes place. Although it explains
qualitatively a variety of nucleation phenomenain
igneous rocks and experiments with silicate melts,
it is limited in that it deals only with the activation
energy part of the nucleation rate equation. It
neglectsboth the thermodynamic driving force and
the excessenergy ofthe clusters (surfaceenergy of
the classical formulation). Neither does it deal
explicitly with the effects of heterogeneities,thermal history, or different modifier cations. Like all
theories based on transition state theory, it is also
difficult to quantify.
What it does do is provide a way of rationalizing
and predicting nucleation behavior in silicate systems. Its application depends on our presently
imperfect knowledge of the structural units in the
melt phase. The Raman spectroscopy data have
given a generalpicture of how melt structure varies
with composition, but more detail is neededto treat
specificproblems.
An exampleof a more detailed study in which the
modifier cations have a large effect is the SiKB
emission work on alkali and alkaline earth silicate
glassesby DeJong et al. (1981).These authors infer
on both experimental and theoretical grounds that
in silicate melts lithium atoms preferentially attach
to oxygen atoms that are part of silica tetrahedra
which already have other neighboring lithium atoms, whereasthe heavier alkalis (Na, K, Cs) prefer
to be as far from each other as possible. In lithium
disilicate melt this leads to a bimodal distribution of
sites, with an abundance of monomers (Qo sites)
md Qr sites on the one hand the Qa sites on the
other. The Qa sites must be in three dimensional
units which have few Li atoms within them and
mostly Q2 and Q3 sites on their surfaces. The
abundanceof the latter sites is small.In melts of the
heavier alkali disilicates the uniform distribution of
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metalsleadsto an abundanceof Q3 sites.DeJonget
a/. state that the presenceof Qs and Q1 sites in Lidisilicate explains the long standingquestion of why
Li-disilicate melt nucleates internally and Na- and
K- disilicatemelts do not. This idea is fully consistent with the ideas represented here. The alkalidisilicateshave a sheetstructure,which must have
mostly ,A,1and ,A.2sites on the nucleus surface.
Silicon-oxygengroups in Q6 or Q1 sites, which are
abundant in Li-disilicate, can attach to ,A1and ,{2
sitesby breakingone or two silicon+xygen bonds.
Thus, nucleation of Li-disilicate can occur relatively easily in melt volume fluctuations rich in Qe and
Q1 sites. Attachment from the Q3 sites, which
dominatein the Na- and K- disilicatecompositions,
is more difficult becausethree silicon-oxygenbonds
must be broken to add a silicon-oxygengroup to an
41 or A2 site.
Another factor that has been neglected by the
theory presentedhere is the energy barrier presented by any structural rearrangementneeded in the
melt when a molecular group in the melt moves to
the nucleus surface. An example of this may occur
in feldspar composition melts. Using X-ray radial
distribution function data Taylor and Brown (1979)
have proposed that the structures of Na- and Kfeldspar glassesare based on six-member rings of
tetrahedral groups similar to the tridymite structure, whereas the structure of anorthite composition melt, like the crystal structure of all feldspars,
is based on 4-member rings of tetrahedral groups.
They argue that for alkali feldspars the local
changes in melt structure that occur as the 6member rings in the melt changeto 4-memberrings
in the nuclei are the reason that anhydrous alkali
feldspar melts crystallize so slowly. How to deal
with this energy barrier in a systematic way is not
clear. The absolute rates of nucleation and crystal
growth are unknown for anhydrous alkali feldspars,
and the differencesmay be due to the effect of the
modifier cations alone. K-feldspar melt, for instance,is far more viscous than Na-feldsparmelt,
and this difference, due apparently only to the
different cations, may extend to crystallization phenomena.
A final comment about the application of the
ideasdiscussedhere to other problemsis probably
in order. Although these ideas were developed to
understandnucleation, similar attachment processes must occur at the interface between melt and
crystal during crystal growth. As for nucleation the
rate of the interface process during crystal growth
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can be describedby an expressionthat involves an
activation energy term. This activation energy
seemslikely to be closely related to the activation
energy of attachment on the surface of a nucleus
and may well be interpretable in terms of the theory
developed in this paper.
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